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1. Introduction. Let x=-(x,x,...,x) be a vector in R and D a
region contained in Rn. Let f(x) (lgign) be real-valued nonlinear func-
tions defined on D and f(x)=(fl(x),f2(x),...,fn(x)) an n-dimensional
vector-valued function. Then we shall consider a system of nonlinear
equations
(1.1) x--f(x),
whose solution is .

As mentioned in [2]-[4], Henrici [1, p. 116] has considered a formula,
which is called the Aitken-Steffensen formula. Now, we have studied the
above Aitken-Steffensen formula for systems of nonlinear equations in
[2]-[4], and shown [2, Theorem 2], [3, Theorem 2] and [4, Theorem 1].

The purpose of this paper is to show Theorem 4 by combining [2,
Theorem 2] with [2, Theorem 1], and Theorem 5 by using only the relation
in [4, Theorem 1].

2. Statement of results. For any x e R and an nn matrix A=
(a), we shall use the norms ]lxll and A defined by

Ixll=maxlxl and AII--maxlal,
l_i’<n l_i_n j=l

respectively. Let U(2)- {x IIx- 211}cD be a neighbourhood.

Given x()e Rn, define x) e R (i=1,2,...) by
(2.1) x(+l)=f(x(’) (i=0, 1,2, ...).
Put
(2.2) d() x(- or i=0, 1, 2, .,
and then define an n n matrix D by

D=(d(, d(+’, .,
Throughout this paper, we shall assume the same conditions (A.1)-

(A.5) as in [2].
(A.1) f(x) (l=<i=<n) are two times continuously differentiable on D.
(A.2) There exists a point e D satisfying (1.1).
(A.3) [[J(2)111, where J(x)=(f(x)/3x)(1i, ]gn).
(A.4) The vectors d(), d(/’, d(/-1, k=0, 1, 2, are linearly

independent.
(h.5) inf {Idet DI d() n}>0.
Then, we shall consider the Aitken-Steffensen formula

(2.3) y()=x()--AX()(A2X())-,x() (k=0, 1,2, ...),
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where an n-dimensional vector dx(), and n Xn matrices AX() and AX
are given by
(2.4) x() x( ) x
(2.5) X(=(x(+)--x(), ..., x(+-x(+-’))
and
(2.6) X() X(+ ) X

Now, we have shown the following Theorems 1 and 2 in [2], and The-
orem 3 in [4].

Theorem 1 ([2, Theorem 1]). Under conditions (A.1)-(A.3), we have
(2.7) [[x(+)--ix()--l (k=0,1,2, ...)
fo.r any x () U() and a constant M with ]J(2)[M1.

Theorem 2 ([2, Theorem 2]). Under conditions (A.1)-(A.5), for
U(), there exists a constant M such that the property
(2.8) [y()--
holds for suciently large k.

Theorem ([4, Theorem 1]). Under conditions (A.1)-(A.5), for
U(), a new relation of the form
(2.9) liy(+’)--ll gMlly()--ll +, 0()
hol with a constant M satisfying ]]J()llM1, where e can be consid-
ered as "convergent term".

In this paper, we show the following results.
Theorem 4. Under conditions (A.1)-(A.5), for x() e U(2), Theorem 2,

together with Theorem 1, implies

Theorem 5. Under conditions (A.1)-(A.5), for x () e U(), Theorem 3
implies

As seen above, the result of Theorem 4 is the same as that of Theo-
rem 5, but we show Theorem 4 by combining (2.8) in Theorem 2 with (2.7)
in Theorem 1, and Theorem 5 by using only the relation (2.9) in Theorem
3.

3. Preliminaries. By (2.2) and (2.4), we have
(3.1) Ax () d( ) d(),
and, by (2.1), (2.2) and (A.2),
(3.2) d(+ ) J()d() +(x ()),
(x()) being an n-dimensional vector, and by (A.1),
(3.3) II(x())llgLlld()l for x()e U(),
a co.nstant L being suitably chosen. Then, from (3.1) by using (3.2), (3.3)
and (A.3), we see that the inequality

holds with a constant L chosen suitably.
For the proof of Theo.rem 5, we need the following lemma given in

[2].
Lemma 1 ([2, Lemma 4]). Under conditions (A.1)-(A.5), for
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U(2), the n n matrix 12X() given by (2.6) is invertible, and there exists a
constant La such that the inequality
(3.5) (2X(/c))-1
holds for su/]iciently large k.

By (3.2), we have
d( ) d( - ) (J() I)d( -) +(x(

_
)),

so that
(3.6) AX(=(J(2)_I)D +((x()), ..., (x(+-))
follows rom (2.5).

We note that [2, Theorem 1] leads to
--1

(3.7) D d(+) n d() [.
i=0

Since

i=1

we have, by (3.3) and [2, Theorem 1],
(3.8) ((x()), ..., (x(-))) L d() for x()e U(),
a constant L being suitably chosen. Then using [I[[ =1, there exists a
constant L such that the inequality
(3.9) X
holds for x()e U(2), from (3.6), by (A.3), (3.7) and (3.8).

4. Proofs of Theorems 4 and 5. We shall prove Theo[ems 4 and 5.
Proof of Theorem 4. By repeating the process (2.7) in Theorem. 1,

we have

for any x() e U(2), and so combined with (2.8) in Theorem 2, we obtain

since IIJ()l 4M41. This proves the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 5. We recall that (3.5) in Lemma I holds, provided
that k is sufficiently large. Now, (2.3) gives

Then by (4.1) with (3.4), (3.5) and (3.9), for x()e U(), there exists a con-
stant K,>0 such that
(4.2) y()-- { g (1+ LLaL)a
holds for any integer k)K.

Since9 (ko) in (2.9), it follows that for an arbitrary but fixed
e0, there exists a constant K)0 such that
(4.3) 0
or any integer kK. So putting N=max(K,K), we have (4.2) and
(4.3) for k N.

By repeating the process (2.9) in Theorem 3, we obtain
k-N-1

i=O

and, from (4.4), by (4.2) and (4.3),
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(4.5)
1--M

or kN.
As M was chosen so as to satisfy IIJ()IIMI, we see that there

exists a constant KN such that
(4.6) M-
for k>K. Therefore, for x)e U(),

I]Y+’-l (I+LLL)+
1--M

s

follows from (4.5)by using (4.6), provided k)K. This proves our Theo-
rem 5. In this way, we have proved Theorems 4 and 5, as desired.

Remark 1. We note that, for x()e U(),
II

holds from (3.1), by Theorem 1. So we can take M+ 1 as L in (3.4).
The author would like to express his hearty thanks to H. Mine, Pro-

fessor Emeritus of Kyoto University, for many valuable suggestions.
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